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Summer County Institutes to Retirement of Aldrich Puts Three Great Fxecutives Will Judge McFie Says They Make Injured in Automobile Smash, That Is the Cry Chicago They Stand in Front Ranks
Sit at the Same
Great Mistake Opposing
of Patriotism in the
Businessmen Have Taken
Bridegroom Proceeds
Friend of New Mexico
BeGiven Excellent
Constitution
to Altar
Table
United States
Are
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to the Fore
Upand
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j

GOVERNOR

"Vote for the Constitution"
tons Are Seen at the

WHWOirS

Ofl

FLETCHER ATTACKS BALLINGER

RETURNS TONIGHT

Capitol,
Governor Mills is expected tonight
from his statehood campaign tour.
He has been "at Alamagordo where he
spoke in the interests of the constitution and from Alammagordo he went
to Tularoso, the present home of
Former Governor George Curry. The

For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: From Game, and Fish
Warden Gable, $40.50; and from Land
Commissioner R. P. Ervien, U. S.
land fees, $8.
Another Moving Library.
The superintendent of public instruction has decided that if the trav
eling library idea is a good one for
school pupils, a similar traveling li
brary will have the rather pompous
name of "Traveling Pedagogical Library" and it will be used by teachers in the summer county institutes.
The traveling library idea is going to
arouse pupils, parents and teachers
all over the territory, and the department of education will likely have
occasion to be pleased at the innovation.

Registration Books.
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GOLDMAN

IS

BARRED BY MINERS
Her Doctrines Are Too Radical Even
for the Agressive Organization
at Columbus.
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 19. Considerable stir was created among the delegates to the United Mine Workers'
convention today by locking out Emma Goldman from the convention
Miss Goldman has been makhall.
to speak before the conefforts
ing
vention, and today when she ap
peared at the hall, about one hundred
delegates met her. The custodian of
the building said he had been order
ed to lock the doors against Miss
finlrtman and she and a number of

delegates adjourned to another hall
where she spoke.
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McFie's Epigrams.
"As far as I am individually
concerned a constiiuuon prepared by a HUNDRF.n eitizens
of New Mexico elt-- i d by the,
votes of the people and the
document when prepared, signmemed by every Republii-aber of the conveniion that
framed it, and
of the Democratic members, is
GOOD ENOUGH FOR ME TO
VOTE FOR.
"It was for the Inn delegates
in the convention to say what
should be and what should not
be in the constitution and NOT
lor each individual.
"In my opinion, ii is a
GREAT MISTAKE
for tho
Temperance people io vote
against the constitution.
"In my judgment it is very
unwise for the Temperance
people to declare and vote
against the constitution at this
time for the reason that the
constitution is CERTAIN to be
adopted.
"A vote against the constitution can do the cause of Temperance NO GOOD under existing circumstances whereas
a vote in favor of it will place
the cause of Temperance in
a much more favorable position before the' legislature or
the new state when that, tjues-tiois brought before ir.
"It seems to nic that the
people of Santa Fe County
should be unanimous in favor
of the adoption of the constitution.
"In conclusion, I fear that if
the constitution should be rejected by our people and we
ever had occasion to go to
Congress for another enabling
act wc would bo 'met with the
suggestion that Congress gave
us an opportunity to become a
state and we REFUSED it.

Chicago, Jan. l'j. An automobile
crash at Drexel boulevard and Forty-seventh street last night in which tho
ridegroom, parents and his best man
were more or less seriously injured
was not enough to prevent the marriage of Dr. Frank Shaffncr to Mrs.
Beatrice
Weil. Tho machine in
which the party was going to the Weil
home for the wedding was caught between two street ears and was torn
to pieces and the occupants were
thrown in every direction.
Hut a
carriage was called and the party
reached the Weil home in time. Dr.
Shaffner, his wedding suit torn and
dirty, with several bruises showing on
his face, took the hand of tho bride
;.r:u made the responses.
The best
man limped badly and was consider-iabimussed up but did his duty
The parents of Dr. Shaft
ner, one with a broken leg and lacer-i(scalp, the other with a broken
w rist and other injurii s. were propped up in chairs, but gave their blessings to bride and groom.
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Counsel f6r Meat Producers Association Argues the
Question.

X
X
X
X

Washington, Jan. 19. "No controversy ever existed before when the
stake between the opposing parties
was so huge as this one, measured by
the cold standard of dollars and
cents," Clifford Thorne, counsel for
of
the Meat Producers Association
the middle west, today thus characterized the inquiry before the Interstate
Commerce Commission into the proposed advance of freight rates. Mr.
Thorne said that the last ten years
the average market price of commodities wholesale had increased eleven
per cent while the average market
price of forty transportation companies had increased one hundred and
six per cent, which he held to be a

iiFfiVORlBLE REPORTS

held ;,t the Hotel
Congregations,
"Amerb a is peculiarly a
Astor.
promised land wherein the aspirants
of the teachings of the ancient prophets inspired the work of the f ithers
r.f o:ir country."
Mr. Straus
spoke upon Ati.-neof
"The
American Judaism
spirit
in
Danville and Vermillion couning
His address follows:
ties next week. This is Speaker
"The spirit of American Jndiasm
home district.
first asserted itself when Stuyvesanf,
the Governor of New Amsterdam,
DELEGATE W. H. ANDREWS
IS STILL GETTING THINGS. would not permit the few Jews who
had emigrated
from Portugal, to
There Does Not Seem to Be a Day unite with the other burghers in
That He Does Not Accomplish
standing guard for the protection oi
When the tax collectheir homes.
Something for Constituents.
tor came to Asser Levy i collect a
w. ttax on this account, he asked if that
Washington. Jan. 19. Dolegu
H. Andrews introduced
a bill that tax was imposed on all the residents
the secretary of the treasury be di- of New Amsterdam.
'No,' was the
reeled to pay to Dolores I'. Bennett, reply, "it is only imposed upon Jews
of El Paso, Texas, the sum of
$l,nu because they do not stand guard.' 'I
in full compensation
fofthe loss of, have not asked to be exempted.'
sustained by her late hus-- plied Asser Levy 'am not only
Joseph P. Bennett at the hands
hiit I demand the right to stand
of the Warm Spring Indians on
or'Knrivd.'
-about the month of November, 170.
That right the Jews
and the court of claims is given
c.xc,rrispd as officers and in the
sdiction to investigate and try said ranks of the Contim-ntaArray" and in
ease under the provisions
of thC;f.VPry ori8is of mlr naliomi,
jllstoiy
I neker act and
of
irrespective
, thft
the'from that Hme
nt fl
Indian depredation act of March
2d.;The American
and the spirit of
both matur- Delegate Andrews has secured
of
Lower
at
apointmont
postmasters
united together in origin, in ideals,
Penasco, Chaves county of James R. and
in historical development.
The
Heals; at Hoag, Curry county, of Miss!
closing chapter of the chronicles of
Orah F. Holley.
the Jews c...
Ibtriui. peuii.
Audit'.ns las aeenitn!
LVrgal
the rplll,,K chapter of t)
defnrnls
for
Mrs.
pension
Josepha Garcia
ISTOry on 11118 tonllllt't't
Xoedel. of Santa Fe, at $S per month
from May 29, 1906, and at $12 perj1'1118 Santangcl, 'the Bcaconsfield of
month from April 19, 1908 and $2 ner ,lls ,ime.' assisted by his kinsman
month from May 29, 1906, for each
Sanchcs, the Royal Treasu- four minor children, also back pen-- rer 01 Aragon, who advanced out of
sion for tile soldier in all about $900. llis own purse seventeen thousand
Also has secured original pension for florins, which made the voyage
of
Mrs. Jaeinta Desehampsi, Bueyeros, Columbus possible.
Luis de Torres,
$12 per month from October 21, 1910. t!le interpreter as well as the surgeon
Also has secured a pension for Mrs and the physician of the little fleet,
Mary Wagoner, of Albuquerque,
of .besides several of the sailors, who
$12 per month from July 25, 1910.
were with Columbus
on his first
Also has introduced bills for a pen-- ! oyage, were Jews.
sion for James V. Banks,
late of "Looking back through this vistn
company A. 4Sth regiment, Kentucky; of more than four centuries as Amer- Mounted Infantry at $30 per month
ic.ins and 11s Jews, wa have reason to
Also for Benjamin F. Gumm, late remember with
justified gratitude
of Company F, Rolin county battalion,
the
and
service of
Kansas state militia at $30 per month. those foresight Jews signal
who had the wisSpanish
Each referred to the committee on
dom to
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San Francisco, Jan. 19 The steamer Argyll, which yesterday went to
the assistance of the steam schooner
Lakme, and reported it in distress in
a gale off Cape Blanco, reported this
morning that it could find no trace of
the vessel. The Lakme carried a
crew of fifteen. Hope is entertained
that it managed to keep off the dangerous lee shore and proceeded on
its way to San Pedro.
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State Should Take
Those 111 With

CLUBS

Care, of

Austin, Texas, Jan. 19. Governor
Colquitt today sent his first message
to the Texas legislature.
Among his
recommendations are: That the law
"Social clubs"
governing the
be made more stringent and giving the
secretary of state greater power. He
favors local option as "the most rational form of prohibition," recommends the control of the state penitentiary by a commission similar to
the state railroad commission;
the
establishment

state institutions for
of those
afflicted with tuberculosis or leprosy
s
and amending the
law to allow the newspapers to exchange advertising space for transportation. He
also said it was the duty of the legislature to carry out the Instructions
of the people to submit the question
of state-wid- e
prohibition to a vote at
the earliest possible time.
of

the care of the treatment
anti-pas-

possi-

bilities of the plans of the great
whom king and queen, dukes
and grandees regarded as- a vission-arbabbler and 'a scheming adventurer.' The royal patrons were finally won over by the hope that Columbus might discover new treasurers of gold and precious stones to
enrich the Spanish crown. But not
so with the Jewish patrons, who
caused Columbus, or, as he was then
called Christopher Colon, to be recalled, and who advanced the money
to fit out hi3 caravels without security and without interest, as they saw,
as by a divine inspiration, the promise and possibility of the discovery
of another world which in the words
of the late Emilio Castelar, the historian, statesman, and one time president of Spain would afford to the
quickening principles of human liberty a temple reared to the God of enfranchised and redeemed conscience,
a land that would offer an unstained
abode to the ideals of progress.
"The records of these transactions
are fortunately still preserved in the
archives of Simancas in Seville.
"It is idle to speculate upon hypothetical theories in the face of the
facts of history.
Of course, America would have been discovered and
colonized had Columbus never lived,
but had the streams of the beginnings of American
history flown
from other sources into other directions it would be futile even to make
an imaginative forecast of the effect
they would have produced upon the
history and development of this continent. The merciless intolerance of
an ecclesiastical system and the horror of its persecutions stimulated the
earliest immigration, and subsequently brought about the reformation in
Saxon and Anglo-Saxolands, and
the same spirit drove to our shores
the pilgrim and the puritan fathers;
which chain of circumstances destined this country from the very beginning to be the land of the immigrant
and the home for the fugitive and the
persecuted. "The difference between
government by kings and nobles and
government under a Democracy, is
that the former rests upon the power
to compel obedience while the latter
rests essentially upon the sacrifice by
-
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Rousing Statehood Rally at
Pecos Town Held Last
.Night
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States is 'he near
est approach to the ideals
of the
prophets of Israel that has ever been
incorporated in the form of
State,
declared Osear S. Straus--, ambassa
dor to Turkey, in ;m address delivered tonight at the soeond annual eoun- i il of the 1'iiioii of American
Hebrew

,
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York, Jan.
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A rousing statehood meeting was
held at Pecos, San Miguel county,
last evening. Practically every voter
of the large precinct was at the rally
juuge jonn ti. McFie of the First and all will vote for the constitution
Judicial District, a veteran
on Saturday.
The unanimity and enjurist,
and a
enthusiast in the thusiasm that prevailed were inspircausa of Tempera
ing. Pedro Rivera presided, and Ale- squarely and unequivocally today jn i J'andrhm Vigil was secretary.
Hon.
an interview urging temperance
Cnarl,'s A. Spiess made a brilliant
all over the territory to vote for!dress 1111(1 Hnn- B- F- l,ar'1;ev spoke
the constitution Saturday,
risllt lr"m the snoultler. Brief
warning
that not to tio so would be a dresses 1,11(1 t0 ,ne Point were also
great mistake, for opposition to aeon- ma(le 1,y W' M' Taber' GeorSe instH' starkweathf,r. A.
itution, which he says is certain of iam9' (''Pal110
A' Sena Lllis Armj
Saturday, can prove of zreat m"nle'
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Washington, Jan. Id. "Abolish I he
Senate" is the burden of a telegram
addressed to Speaker Cannon and a
number of representatives today by
Chicago businessmen as the outgrowth
of investigation of the bribery charg-- '
es against Senator Lorimer. The
charges that every ."enator has
ii III for his votes in ways no better
ban the Illinois senator and there
never can be a pure Seuate as long
i's there is patronage.
More Bribery Investigations.
Danville, 111., .Ian. 19. The grand
jury will begin the investigation of
the charges of the extensive vote sell-

j

its advocates have to go before the cos. Mr. Spiess and party left for other parts of San Miguel county.
first legislature of the new state.
Northern Santa Fe County.
remarkable demonstration that the
McFie dictated the followJudge
PACKERS ASK
MEAT
P. Robinson, Shoemaker, Mora counMayor Arthur Seligman has returnFOR IMMUNITY BATH. railroad business has been profitable. ing statement on this and other ques
ed from a trip to Nambe, Ildefonso,
ty; Edward Rigler, Pedro Lemos,
"Shippers and consumers want to see tions anecting the constitutionOrtiz and Garcedan Rael, all of i nnri.n Armour. Louis F. Swift and the railroads grow and prosper," he
noi nurii precincts una says
alm '
. .
I
n
ti,
w.
06 vo" 'hat the statehood situation there is
'
Questa, Taos county; Charles B. Palsaid. "We are willing to be liberal in ted nvZ
on Humphrey
Associates
Rely
very even brighter than he anticipated.
mer, and Flavio Gonzales, Red River,
the truest sense but the charges ex
Decision.
by 8ny of H l:ls mad a trip to Agua Fria
Taos county.
b,?fVramed
acted by the railroads must be reas
states
to the Union for
Teachers Wanted.
For tonight a
As an argument against a many
onable."
twday afternoon.
Chicago, Jan. 19. J. Ogden Armour
years. I believe the defeat of meeting
The United States civil service!
has been arranged in Agua
he
an
in
of
increase
raies
Swift and other indicted necessity
F.
Louis
the
present constitution would result Fria and tomorrow
commission announces an examination
night for pre-who are charged with a asserted that the railroads for the
the failure of the admission of jcincts 4 and 17 in this
on March 8th, and 9th, 1911, at all meat packers
earned
had
June
last
anti-trucity
ending
year
Sherman
of
the
violation
New Mexico as a state, for some
the principal cities of the United
Agua Fria.
in the more than $70,000,000 more than ever years at least
will
ask
law
Carpenter
Judge
Ceso Lopez has arranged a stateStates, for securing a list of eligitfies !U. S. district court for an "immunity before in their history.
Of course there are some
from which to make selections to ftj;
hood meeting to be held this evening
things
The new "bath" is
late
bath"
today.
omitted from the constitution that I at
positions in the Philippine teaching
Agua Fria. Hon. T. B. Catron, Ar
on the ground that the im- - FARMERS ARE PLOWING
service. The places to which between oquested
FOR COTTON. "uuiu nave preterreu to see inserted thur Seligman, Celso Lopez, and Can- GROUND
Humphrey
by
Judge
granted
unity
I
but
be
will
recognize the fact that we are delario Martinez, will be the speakappointsixty and one hundred
1906 precludes the prosecution of
in a representative government ers.
ed for next school year are high in,
Ample Rains This Winter Practically living
lUCNT) resent charges.
and it was for the 100 delegates in
school positions, as teachers of EnglAssure a Bumper Crop in the
Governor Confident of Victory
the convention to say what should be
Lone Star State.
ish), mathematics, history, scienter
Says the El Paso Herald:
home
and
domestic science
economy,
Iana what should not be in the
The New Mexico constitution will
industrial and manual training sub- RUIN
FLOOD!
Texas, Jan. 19. (Special) stitutidn and not for each individual. be accepted by the popular vote of
As ai Individual I would have been
jects, and supervisors of the more
Farmers in Southwest Texas are
the people on January 21, will be recthan four thousand
public schools
to put out the largest cot-- very S'ad to have had the liquor ques-to- ommended to congress
preparing
by the presiteachover
8,000 Filipino
taught by
crop in the history of this sec- - tion definitely settled either by a
s
OREGON
dent, and will be approved by
ers.
vision
in
the
has
constitution or by a
Ploughing for this purpose
and New Mexico will be a state
" rate
This is a field which requires the
to the by March or April at the latest.
begun, recent heavy rainfall
services of young men of superior
of the mem- having put the soil in excellent condi'ty
Governor William J. Mills of New
and
character
excellent
qualifications,
Incessant Rains lor Forty-Eigh- t tion and given assurance tha
Jon did not see Mexico, said stl Tuesdnv
in 171
'
good preparation, who are able to
is
sufficient moisture I"
nat question in fne paso and no one in the
Hour Produce
is in
maintain a position of influence!
territory
to insure large
aey left it to the leg- a better position to know than the
among a rapidly developing people.
Torrents
Rushing
ton is
with
a provi- governor. Gov, Mills was here on his
termine,
For the right kind of men there are
ne legislature should not way to Alamogordo to attend a
excellent opportunities to take a
big
.cted in any way upon that statehood meeting which will be held
large part in the solution of some of WiLLiETTE VALLEY
on
the
by
constitution.
the problems now confronting this
there Tuesday evening.
-"Great Mistake."
i nave no direct a88Urance from
country andat the same time gain an
.
illYlV Antnln.
...
,
.uxuu
a
mis-and
is
which
be
will
the president that he will recom- great
experience'
training
Stre
Long
umo ior me temperance people
of great value.
to
the constitution," he said. "He
.nen vote against the constitution because mend
.
The government offers entrance salwould hardly do that. But I have had
of
ths
statewide prohibition was not insertaries of $900 to $1200. and transportaj
positive assurances in an indirect
storms mi ed In it inasmuch as
'
tion to Manila with promotion
they are free to way that the president approved, of
This is the last exam'
present the matter to the legislature the measure as drafted
$2,000.
for settlement and therefore are not tutional convention. I by the consti
of the present school year
am also posi
RIZ., WILL BE
who are appointed as a
aeprivea of the opportunity of ob-- tive that congress will approve the
WITHOUT SALOONS, taming prohlbltIoJ1 or ,ocal
examination will be '
opt,on lf j consUtution when ,t Jg
for Manila within tl
the people are willine to vnta for to
it by the president and we in New
.
The
19.
Du
c
the
I..
Jan.
mi
tl.
for
Ithftua
Phoenix,
.
Ariz.,
ready
uimgB..
ine
iirsi
legislature Mexico will have statehood by March
fl.TinlicatlOn
e.onrt.
dented
tho
0li.t,n
Tiroma
school year.
OL
",
,s Iree to BuDmlt m m
when ril
or April and will then elect our own
. H.,nkt"
reis
Tft
Will il umuuauiuo Ui
Any one d
"
- "
was
swept
V
1.
. .
tn enmnel the ahoriff to issue license .uv
""si ume.
tion may re
peopve
can obtain
Will Have Good Roads, Too.
torrent rushing
a saloon, ou tne ground tnai me u rient. desire it they
Bureau of
Gov. Mills is also sure that New
For long stretches .saiocn is
ton.
,
rom
juuju wiluiu bia mc
lei..,
.4-- n
"I l"0 Mexico is to have good roads in the
Pacific tracks in the cl- WliDliULUvii 1111 (, j 11n.11 v.or,. . trowed
f, n
Ider
states
have done.
'"
Immediate future. He has been objrhoVi of Salem are under u public work. This is prohibition
NEW
and V number of washout are by statute. The decision is not plain "In my Judgment it is very unwise serving what Dona Ana county has
r the Temperance people to declare been doing In the cause of good roads
orted.
las to the reasons for the conclusions
d vote against the constitution at and says that the
th& law hut it la holiavcrl that no
Floot in Three States.
Will'
territory is willing
I
Portland, re., Jan. 13 mgn waier nnre saloon licenses may be issued Is time for th reason that the con to help them in their efforts to have
Conditions
evall in Washington, in ?hoenix for many months owing to dition Is CEETAIN to be adopted a good highway.
the vote 31 atorge majority of the
"The road fund is raised by a mill
and
Oregon
orthernCalifomIa, and the arge number of public works In
ai
disar- cours of construction.
tax and amounts to about $50,000 per
This will Pbple of New Mexico and lf It is
the train seaice Is badly
j ator
ManV streams In Oreton have the effect of making the town
that the lnperance people year. If they raise too much for
tr
ranged.
(
lack- - and southern VaBhlngtoiv, are out M dry, as all licenses expire in two or
I
I
hnnka.
(Continued on Page Eight.)
three mmths.
Continue on Page W4thL
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STRAUSS

By OSCfiR

j

NTO MILLIONS
Washington, Jan. 19. Admitting
that no question of criminal guilt has
been involved in the calse against
Secretary Ballinger, Senator Fletch- Vast Interests Involved
in
committee
er of the Balinger-Pincho- t
Fr 'ght Rate Controversy
today spoke in favor of the Purcell
resolution declaring that the secreWith Railroads
tary should no longer be retained in
Mr. Fletcher asserted that the
office.
record brought him to believe that EARNINGS
SIOMBGO YEAR
the secretary is Inclined to favor the
the
than
rather
private interests
EMMA

GOOD CRIPPLED PARENTS

But Much Harm By Refusing Best Man Was Badly Hurt But Bribery of Voters in Cannon's Annual Council of the Union of
District to Be Inves- To Support It A Good
American Hebrew
Limped to Home of
Bride.
Fundamental Law.
tigated.
Congregation.

STAKES

The duplicate registration books
from the various counties are arriving at the office of Territorial Secretary Jaffa, and those who have seen
them have expressed the opinion that
there is a heavy registration for Saturday's election. This, if true, would
indicate that there is no apathy, no
lethargy about the constitution and
that a glorious majority is going to
public.
be rolled up for statehood.

Constitution Buttons.
Attorney General Frank V. Clancy,
Game and Fish Warden Thomas P.
Gable and other officials at the capi-t.
are wearing a new button on
It is "Vote ftr the Constitution," the words printed in black on
The buta white celluloid surface.
tons are said to have been adjusted
to the official lapels in the Duke City
recently. Mr. Gable laughed about
his. "Of course, I am wearing it as a
matter of form, for every one in Santa Fe county is going to vote for the
constitution, Saturday. Any resident
of this county, which has that Da- modes sword of a debt hanging over
it and the certain removal of it by
statehood, who would vote against
statehood is worthy of moccasins, a G
string and a serape."
Land Entries.
The following made land, entries at
the local land office today Benjamin

Lieu-

New York, Jan. l!t. President l'aft!
Special to the New Mexican.
Dix and .Mayor Gaynor will
- Governor
Washington Jan. 19. The retiretill at lue stune uiuit- - uu ne evening
from
ment after thirty years
legist of Washington's birthday, as guests
of
tive duties of Senator Aldrich
of the police lieutenant's Benevolent
the
Rhode Island, places Penrose,
per Association at the Waldorf Astoria. It
sonal friend of Delegate Andrews and will be the fifth annual dinner of the
association. President Taft attended
of New Mexico, as chairman of the
last year's dinner and remarked at
finance committee, making him the the time that he "felt so much at
leader of the majority party in the home among such good fellows" that
'
he hoped to be on hand this year.
Senate.
N
Delegate Andrews lately introduceu SENTENCES OF TWELVE
for
sand,
a bill that land valuable
ANARCHISTS COMMUTED.
gravel or stone may be entered unland
der the mining laws, except
Tokio, Jan. 19. The sentences of
anarchists
granted to the public schools or to twelve of the twenty-fou- r
condemned to death by the supreme
the states.
court yesterday for
conspiracy
Cold Deck of Stals Dishes.
against the life of the emperor were
Washington, Jan. 19 Representa- today commuted to life imprison'
tive Catder of New York, (Republi- ment.
This
clemency was not ex
can) sprang a sensation in the House tended to Denjiro Kotnku, the
ring V
from
today by reading an open letter
Dem- leader, and his wife, both of whom
a
of
Dies
Texas,
Representative
will be executed.
ocrat, attacking tonight's Democratic
deck
for
"cold
a
it
caucus and dubbing
the coming caucus, a feast of stale
A call of the House was
dishes."
RU
of
had to force a full attendance
Democrats.
Attack on Bal linger.
j

governor was expected to speak there
today.

NO

j

Democrats Forced to Listen to Will Be Guests of Police
tenants' Benevolent
Scathing Arraignment
Association.
of Their Caucus.

But-

00 THEMUSE

BIRTHDAY CAN

n

(Continued on Page Eight.)
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Vigil, 23, Pecos; Augustina Garduno, GAS, INDIGESTION AND
I'etrt-t"I, German Sena, 22, Chuperito;
DYSPEPSIA JUST VANISH.
Montoya. 15. Oiitn del Medio. Julio
i.oca. ij, L,as Vegas.
(Indigestion, Stomach Gas, Heartburn
G.ven Sixty Days-Ja- mes
Brown
or Dysoeoola Will - p..i
a
was given sixty days iu jail at Uis
Five Minutes.
Vegas. He is a white man but stole

She Broke Down Entirely
Lantz, W. Va., Mrs. Tebe Talbott,
of this place, says, "I had been troubled with womanly ailments for some
time, and at last I broke down entirely. I got so weak I could
scarcely
walk a (.to ps the room. Thanks to
Cardui. I improved right off. Now I
do my housework, and am feeling
veil." During the past 50 years, morel
than a million women have been beneI'.ted by taking Cardui.
You must be-hove that Cardui will help you, too,
it helped all these others. Car--j
dui is a safe, harmless, vegetable
remedy, of positive, curative merit,
for women. At drug stores. Try one
bottle. It will surely help you.
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a

h-

ill.

tt' o nirTi.n ...... wir .mil h:ifl
to wear tin m in the urus- -

Established 1856.

SELI6MAIN BROS CO.

i

J"e 'luesuon as

to now long you are
to continue a sufferer from
digestion,
dyspepsia or
Stomach is merely a matter of how
Moral Clean-uin
Las Vegas
Says the Las Vegas Opik-- "Residents; soon you begin taking some Diapepsin
If your stomach is lacking in
of the lower end of Kaiiroad avenue:
startled early hu-- t evening to gestive power, why not help the stom-hea- r
the report of a tuyvy revolver in ach to do its work, not with drastic
t he street. Officer Pierre Murphy of drugs, but a
of diges-thpolice department, having fired in-- , five agents, such as are naturally at
to the air to stop the flight of two; work in the stomach,
men whom he had just arrested in aj people with weak stomachs shollW
dwelling on that tlionm.hiare, which take a llttle Diapepsin occasionally.
women of and there will be no more
is said to be conduct
THE DAILY ROUND UP,
immoral character, Jose Angel Plata, not feelinc likn a lumn rvf indigestion,
rt tha
a native of Old Mexico, one of the 8tomach no
heartburn Sour risingSi
The Brooks.
fugitives, returned to .ho olhcer when;Gag on gtomach or ReIch
q
The brooks are the rivers children he heard the revolver shot. Ihe
food, Headaches, Dizziness or
gested
to
refused
a
who
er,
That play iu the summer sun;
Jap,
persisi'
Sick Stomach, and, besides, what you
divulge his name, made his escape. He eat will not
They hide in the leafy woodland,
ferment and poison your
In the open they scud and run,
breath with naueous odors- All these
and
another
S.
Mrs
T.
Dorsev
Taylor,
And they ring with the joyous laughsuiting from a sour, out-- ,
woman named Jobson. who occupy the! s'mPtoms
ter,
of"order
stomach
and dyspepsia are
,
arrest-were
premises where the men
And brim to brim with fun.
at-ed, were served with warrants. Theenerally relieved in five minutes
were ter taking a little Diapepsin.
women
and
Taylor
Dorsey
the
They glide through
Go to your duruggist and get a 50
brought into the court of Justice D. R.
tangle
Mrs. Jobson cent case of Pape's Diapepsin
this
afternoon.
now,!
Murray
in
And flash
the golden light;
was too ill, according to her story, and you will always go to the table
They dance in their robes of splendor, and too
drunk, according to the state-- with a hearty appetite, and what you
Beneath the moon in the night,
ment. of the police, to leave her bed. ' eat will taste good, because your;
And they ripple and sing and mur
Her case will be taken up at a later stomach and intestines will be clean:
mur
time. The two women pleaded not and fresh, and you will know there
In a fantasy of delight.
feiiiity to the charge of maintaining a! are not going to be any more
bad:
house of prostitution but on recom- - nights and miserable days for you.
The brooks are the river's children; metidation of their
attorney, W. J. They freshen you and make you feel:
They run from the rugged hils,
Lucas, they were fined $.1 and costs, like life is worth living.
Each one, in a tide of silver,
The line was suspended during good
Its silver i.fting spills,
behavior.
Mr. Lucas first, took excep- - xo. 0145G9, for N
SE
XW
And the world is filled with music tion to the complaint,
and XE 'i
saying it wasjx j2 SE
SE
XW
Of the laughter-lovinrills.
impossible under the provisions of the 14 sw
xw a.4 SE j.4 o Section
William Reed Dunroy.
territorial statute to draw up a com-1317 X., Range 12 E., X.
Township
of an im- - m. P. Meridian has filed notice of in- Chicago, 111.
plaint charging the
moral resort, unless the place be lo-- ; tention to make final five year proof, M
Case. Arguments were fated within the prescribed distance to establish claim to the land above
Dunleavy
submitted in the case of E. G. Garcia frm a church or other place of pub- - described, before Register and Reami Louis Traner versus W A. Dun-- . "C assemoiage, tnat would stand tne ceiver, IT. S. land office at Santa Fe,
leavy of Willard, before Judge Ira A. ,est of the technicalities of law. He X. M., on the 15th day of March, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Abbott in the district court chambers ag''eed however, such places were
nuisances and a reuroach to the com- ot Aiinovr,o
J. R. Dalton, Ben Dalton, Henry Rioftorr,r.r.
iUpon completion of the arguments munity and regretted the city ordin-- j vera, and Cristino Rivera, all of PeithP court took the case und-- r advise-- ! ance was at variance with the terri-- cos, X. M.
j
MANUEL R. OTERO.
ment. The case is one in which it tonal law." Las Vegas Optic.
Register.
is alleged by the plaintiffs that the! Murdered Over a Dog. W. Yama-- j
a Japanese, near Maxwell, Colfax j
"
defendant failed to carrv out a
u'".v, was muraereu ny iv. Muyagi,
A RELIABLE COUGH MEDICINE.
tain contract with reference to the
It developed
Is a valuable family friend. Foley's
sale and delivery of some thousand a fellow countryman.
at ttle inquest held the next day that Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
head of sheep.
.
.
...
the two had become involved in a exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th
otatenoou uay i niuuuucruuc. iu
over a doy and began
states:
"Several
St., Easton, Pa.,
according with the proclamation is quarrel
is in jail.
He pleads members of my family have been cursued by Governor William J. Mills ing. Muyagi
ed of bad coughs and colds by the
and Mayor John W. Elder, Saturday
Fooled
With
Gun Is Dead Now. use of Foley's Honey and Tar and I
a
will be observed in Albuquerque as a
Jacoba Alarid was shot and killed am never without a bottle in the
legal holiday. Tlio hnnlrs will remain
vvoou saw mm, couax house. It soothes and relieves the irilt Ule uon
n
,i
in the throat and loosens up
nn-from
will
nine
.q.mi ie- ritation
rinse
ir,e lm.iPS
the cold. I have always found it a re- t
that
who
JaCoba,
appears
til five. The holiday is declared forcelved,
Sold at Capital'
was about 17 years old, and r younger ,iaole cough cure."
11.
..C
,J4i!
me purpose ui
, ,(U
no
Vn
yeimnuus an vutcia
Pharrriflpv
of
to exercise their right
franchise
at the polls, Saturday being the day target, when the gmi was accidentalTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
on which the constitution for New ly discharged.
Mexico will be ratified by a majoriLAXATIVE BKOMO Quinine Tablets i
Take
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Driitifrists lefund money if ft falls to cure E
ty whb h will run into five figures.
(0143:. Xot Coal.)
W. GROVE'S signature is on each box. 25c
Burglars at Albuquerque. Burg- Pecos National Forest.
lnvc. cmq oli ail n winrtrTr in th a nffiro
Department of the Interior,
of L. Brooks, 409 West Copper avU. S. Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M.
On Pressing Occasions
enue, Albuquerque,
early yesterday
January 17, 1911.
two
heavy
morning and carried away
Act, June 11, 1900.
chunks of gold bearing ore and two
Notice is hereby given that William
steel and concrete boxes containing Dalton, Pecos, X. M., who, on NovemThe ore, if ber 25, 1910, made homestead
a number of papers.
entry
properly handled, will probably net
or eighty
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
the burglars seventy-fivdollars, being heavily streaked with by local applications, as they cannot
gold. The papers are of value only reach the diseased portion of the
to Mr. Brooks. The police are work- ear. There is only one way to
and that is by constitution-ing on the case and have a clew
which it is believed will result in the al remedies. Deafness is caused- by;
an inflamed condition of the mucous
arrest of the burglars.
of the Eustachian Tube. When
Wool Growers' Convention.
Harry lining
the tube is inflamed you have a rum-- j
F. Lee, secretary of the New Mexico
bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
Sheep Sanitary board, returned last when it is
entirely closed, Deafness!
exto
an
from
Albuquerque
night
-- c -u,
umess tneinnamma- when you need
?
your clothing, or any
tended trip through the Pacific north- tion can be
taken out
tube!
west and California. Mr. Lee was a restored to its normal and this hear-!paf H' cleaned and preBSel! aont
condition,
s
delegate to the National Wool Grow- ing will be caused by
Catarrh, which be foolisl1 enough to try and accom-iers' convention held in Portland, Ore.,
nothing hut an inflamed condition plish it yourself because you will lose
and was elected as a of the mucous surfaces.
January
both time and temper and probably
member of the executive committee
We will give One Hundred Dollars
ruin the garments. Better bring them
of the association.
The wool growers for any case of Deafness
(caused by to us and we will
will meet next year in Omaha. "The catarrh) that cannot be cured
give you a profesby
Portland meeting was very success- Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu- sional job that will thoroughly satisfy
ful," said Mr. Lee. "The adoption of lars, free.
you in promptness, excellence anu
resolutions was the principal order of
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, O.
reasonable price.
Said by Druggists, 75c.
business at several sessions and if all
will
out
Take Halls Family Pills for constiit
the "resoluting," is carried
work a number of reforms for the pation.
Cor. Palace and Washington Avenues.
sheep man.''
Literary Events at University
We Have Built Up
Dr. Edward McQueen Gray, president
of the University of New Mexico, at
the pleasing
makes
Albuquerque,
announcement that the first of a series of lectures and entertainments,
literary and musical will be given by
the university at the public library
For 19 year? the only
on January :io. Five other similar
class tonsorial parlor
first
events will be held each succeeding
Fe.
Santa
in
will
be
and
largethat they
Monday
DeOUR NEW PITCH
ly attended goes without saying.
tailed program announcements will
TREATMENT
be made later; but the features ini.; guaranteed to cure, (not only
clude lectures by Dr. Gray on the
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair &
great actors of tragedy, such as Henother scalp irritstlCuS. TVe also
ry Irving and Salvini; Miss May Ross '
carry a complete line of ail tbe
and others win give readings; there
WE HANDLE LUMBER
will be instrumental and vocal music,
popular hair and facial tonics.
and various other in large quantities and have every
impersonations
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
modern facility for furnishing the ;
good things.
BATHS BATHS BATHS
Meeting at Artesia Chief Justice very best rough or dressed
William H. Pope returned Sunday
Lumber
gents HDBBS LAUNDRY
morning to Roswell where he address- of every description.
We are thus Ebone us, wewillbesrladtocallforyour
ed a meeting Saturday night on the
enabled to make the very best prices undry on Mondays and Tuhndnvn
on Thursdays and
adoption of the Xew Mexico constitu- for Lumber
Fridays
of such high gradT1111 deliver
tion.
All work is guaranteed; your
We will be pleased to figure on your
Don Cupid is Busy Marriage licenare
mended
socks
and buttons
ses were issued at Las Vegas as fol- contracts.
sewed on you shirts, without
j
extra
lows: Elma Vigil, 19, Alfredo Roibal,
charge.
1
J 23,
Colonias; Eriselda Roibal, 19, Luis
122. phones bed
phone

the nerve
ence of the negro who had him

j

January White Goods Sale

in-e-

arrest-j'gom- S

-

p

I

Table Linens
Napkins

.

Towels

Quilts
India Linens
Lawns

Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone No. 40.

WE GIVE CASH EEGISTFE TICKF1S
WITH
ALL
CASrH PURCHASES

FOR THE
iff

i

FEET

1

THE BEST

In Shoes For

4

Service or Dress
At Right Prices

3
spSst.

John Pflueger

Only

!

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

T

Only

WEEKS

Saturday, January 14th to Saturday, January 28th.
FOR

HALF A CENTURY THE LEADING

DRY GOODS

P.O. Box 219

Phone 36
i

j

I

coat

I

vic

j

jSTApi.es

Hooks

ri

CX-- y

.

I H0OKS

L0CiC

i

ii

IWH

20

j

Ml

wire 'atm. wwi&mm

HAVE EVERY

Jfits

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT. -

1 11

45

GRAIN HODSE IN SANTA

LEO HERSCK

MONTEZUMA AVENUE
A. T. & 8. F. Depot.

Near

Telephone

I

1

FE- -

SJSI45

WlVll
111011

Will Trade With

ii

C. Yontz J
San Francisco St.

UnarleS W . rUUCrOV
r

m

red

RATON
YANKEE

Lump

CERR1LLOS

Smithirg

Coal.

Steam Coal.

WVrllAL COAL YARD,

85

Telephone 85

few Year

Greeting

Should be accompanied w;'th some little remembrance
we still have a fine assortmen t of attractive, low
priced,
novelties suitable for the purpose.
To help entertain your callers on New Year Day, we
have the
pe sweetest sounding phonograph
made
Come in' ant enjoy some of this music, and look
to our attractive display of goods.

Julius Muralter, Tailor.

u.aiiLWW7f

ica

Your

Santa FTrail Curio Company

PLAZA BARBERSHOP

for each and every one, a Happy New Year; a
year full of Health and Prosperity: With thanks
for all favors shown us and hoping your New Year Resolution will be
1

hone

Wood

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

IKERR'S

STOCK FOOD.

WHOLESALE

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

-

Sole Agents For

PHONE
BLACK

We haveit

AID RETAIL

creened

j

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE

WD-DAVII- J

Hardware

a!

-

GORMLEY

IMERNATIONAL

W -

tfffWTb

-

1

Agent.

Retail

4&5U

WE COULDN'T TELL YOU IN A WEEK EVERY ARTICLE
WE
HAVE IN OUR STORE.
.......
REMEMBER JUST THIS:
IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT.
WE GIVE FULL WEIGHT, FULL
MEASURE
AND
A
FAIR
PRICE.
WE WANT TO SEE YOU IN OUR STORE MORE THAN ONCE.

rt

eiioir-;:f:-j

f

e

:

& JOHNSON

F.

'

hi

j

O--

Work made easy by using

FRANK

I

j

-

i

j

THOVUS P.- nFLfiADO. Mpt.

FILLER

s

...

.

i

Phone Red 100

Irrigation and Farm

WR

i-'P-

.

STREET, NEAR
NEW' MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

:

Spaii

lhicmhj

1

YARD ON IIICKOX

--

THE CITY

1

mine run coal

7

IN

1

SpSst.

Lump, nut and

Phone Red 100

HOUSE

j

i

COAL YARD
.f.

TWO

kef-pin-

.

&

:

Commencing

cer-ida-

LUMBER

FOR

4

'

Health Shoes Comfort Shoes and Hosiery

::::::::

Bargains

2

g

at Cost Including

Overcoats, Suits Ladies Suits and
Capes, Underwear, ChiTdrens
Coats, Boys Overcoats, Dress
Goods, and many other desirable

fern-hun-

EVERYTHING

Waists

Also all Winter Goods

j

Co.

Night Gowns
Corset Covers
Underskirts
Drawers
Chemise

e

i

W inter Grocery

Incorporated 1903

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surnes, saddle Horses
;

Catl up

'Fhone 9

When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers PurnUnod
RATES RIGHT.

in fit spar Ararat

fiiniman-mniifflHB-

We try to conduct a strictly Ethical V
We do not recommend any patent med1icne but
DhWrmaiv
JT
advise out patrons to corisult a regular physician.
lliaiy

So many times a physician is asked, "Where shall I take my prescription?" If you want 57
just what your prescription call for, quick service as well as high grade chemicahremember

WW Phai-mpc- y
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'
system "sufficient for the education provided for, but the legislature is re-the
of all
children of school age;" quired to enact laws reriiring proper!
Sec'4 requires five months of school ventilation, escape, shuns. ;ind appli-- j...mi sein every district, and Sec. 5 makes anccs to protect the h
children
school attendance compulsory for all Inure the safety of mits.-r.children (nullified.
This outline; a under 14 aro barred frm employ-- !
in mines the smo V,mi certain-- ;
modern and thorough free school 8 s- nu-unl ly ought to have
r:ir d. hut it!
tern, and if lived to. it. ought to
the percentage of illiterates down toiii a start along the ris:!.' iih.v
a very low point.
Much controversy has
A permanent school fund is estab- the
provisions in the cor. :iM:tiou for

CERTAIN RESULTS

St

j

THINGS

Many a Santa Fe Citizen Knows How
Sure They Are.

:,)--

IN

Nothing uncertain atout the work
of Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa Fe.
There is plenty of positive proof of
this in the testimony of citizens. Such
evidence should convince the most
skeptical doubter. Read the following

GONHlnlO

t

statement:

lished Sec. 2) which in time o'lht
to amount to many millions as a result of the careful administration of
the public lands. N'o part of any
school fund can be diverted (Sec, :;i
to any sectarian or private educational institution.
Sec. $ requires that teachers shall
he trained to become efficient ,n huh
the Kr.glish and Spanish lHiiirmws
Art. XXI, Sec. 4. in the 'foiupact
with the United States," re ;i;;,cs ilia;
i
the ntililie schools ' shall alwavs !
conducted in English."
s that no
Art XIIi Spc
religious test or rouuirmnt shall
i

Mrs. Desederla J. de Quintana, College St., Santa Fe, N. M says: "SevSECURED
eral years ago I used Doan's Kidney RIGI.T5 OF
Pills and I was cured of a bad attack
At that time a
of kidney complaint.
statement appeared in the local pa- - Conclusion of Exhaustive Review
pers, telling of my experience and I
and Criticism by El
now take pleasure in confirming all
Paso Herald.
that was then said in favor of Doan's
back
Kidney Pills. I had pains in my
(El Paso Herald.)
that made it difficult for me to stoop
an there were othe.- troubles which
New Mexico is fortunate in having
plainly showed that my kidneys were offered to her for popular ratification
at fault. Soon after I began taking a cons
(hut is based on princi-

lis

;

j

-

fairness as between.
was notable' an7 tho TontenU oi Pies of essential
two boxes restored m7 kidneys to j employer and employe, private person
their normal condition and removed and corporation, lauor aim ramni,
natives of
the pain from my hack. I am glad to rural and town dwellers,
of
and newcomers
descent
has
time
Spanish
that
the
that
during
say
Careful
study
origin.
other
been
European
persince passed, my cure has
of the constitution which is more
ms nent."
rabid critics
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 than some of the most
it fails to re- bestowed
upon
Tliiffalo.
xmHiu-'
On
have
reefer.
Ar.o
New York, sole agents for the United i veal any auvatuage en up. to cor-result of design or neglect,
gtateg
large landed .interests,
-and
Remember the
individuals, scheming politi- i wealthy
other
no
take
c).ooke(1 officials. It goes
'
"
without saying that the people must
Notice for Publication.
govern themselves any constitution,
Department of the Interior,
uke any iaw js powerless to bring
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. auout 0r maintain good conditions
of
December 14, 1910.
wjthout the intelligent
Notice Is hereby given that Pascualtne pe0pie. and their unremitting and
Vianueva, of Galisteo, N. M., who on .zeai0us effort toward betterment. Any
August 4, 1905, made homestead en- iaw is merely a tool to aid well
NB signing citizens or groups of citizens
for NW
No.
and SE 4 NW 4 of section 15, to conserve and protect life and
township 13 N., range 9 E., N. M. P. property and to improve the general
meridian, has filed notice of Intention conditions of living. If evil conditions
r
to make final
proof, to et- should arise in New Mexico under the
tablish claim to the land above de- - new constitution it would be due to
of
scribed, before register or receiver U. the apathy, neglect, or corruption
S. land office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on the nuqonty ot tne peopie, not. iu
The
fajult in the constitution itself.
the 8th day of February, 1911
constitution should be ratified by an
Claimant nam s as witness:
Bentura Anaya, Juan Vianueva, overwhelming plurality. It is far of
of many
Archuleta, til of Galisteo, N. M.. Perior to the constitutions
none so far
to
inferior
and
the
states,
M.
N.
and Julio Montoya, ot Palma.
as its essential features are
MANUEL R. OTERO,
The only general criticism
' jcerned.
that might be passed is as to its length
"
and this is a matter of varying taste
For either acute of chronic kidney and opinion, not a matter of political
disorders, for annoying and painful or social principle. The constitution,
urinary irregularities take Foley Kid as a whole, is safe, fair, progressive,
ney Pills. An honest and effective and wisely conservative, and deserves
medicine for kidney and bladder dis- - ratification strictly on its merits. In
detail it complies with the principle
orders. Sold at Capital Pharmacy.
- stated in the Bill of Rights among
the opening paragraphs of the new

,'u,
its own amendment,
important
principle is here involve,! and fortu-- '
rs have
nately the constitution
been guided by coustv.v! ' wisdom
and American expcn i., . and have
half baked
refused to be infliieiir.il
notions of Imaginary pel tn al "free- a tonsti-- j
dom." The very purpos.-tuion is to assemble an! 'OilitV hiisic!
the!
principles of government, mi that
l.y year
statutory enactments
ti St O!
niav have anolied to ti;t
it.d.itn.'iital
al.uiini: nrinciple and
it" ' "Im ;ior-policy to offset or eorf-y. ti' st rue-at y influences of expedi.

j

"ve popular

WT

1

1

;

FOR RENT Four room,
house. Apply R. II. Hnnna.
FOR RKNT Rooms
House for housekeeping

W-'--a-

Co- -

rooms
modern

tent
and
Kn Garcia.

LOST A :;2 degree Scottish rite
Ladies bn aft pin sword and double
'eagles. Reward. Kmpjire this of
fice.

high-grad-

ated sentiment.

WANTED Girl waitress at the
ronado hotel.
FOR RRNT Two r.irnlshed
with board, 107 Palace Ave

is

kind to the clothes because it contains a
marvelous dirt-startin- g
ingredient
which drives out the dirt in an all but magical way saves most of the rubbing and
saves your clothes.
Sunny Monday is a white soap, made
e
from
materials choice fats and
It
oils.
contains no rosm.
vegetable
All yellow laundry soaps contain
ihe majority of them
rosin,
made i :'om cheap t allow and re- -

-

disturoan--

j

QUNNY MONDAY Laundry Soap

'.

i

A

Dirt-Start- er

i

.

,,,'..

,

WA

!!.

j

Protection of Miners, Railroaders and Other Work-ingme- n
Is Guaranteed
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M.

'

rc

FOR SALE
dition.

'-

A

nearly

Premier N'o. 2 Typewriter
Standard incubators, in
l'.ox

Apply

!!;

new Smith
Also two
con-

ant a

-

Fe.

ui:s: itutioil
t'otisequently while a
N"
M.
inlim tit upshould be capable of
1 on well considered ami ;h noahly eswhiteness is proof of its purity.
TYPEW RITERS
tablished popular ueimti.d. to make it
i
1
New
C!i ar.ed, adjusted and repaired.
too easy of amendment v. oald destroy
next wash
ry
JVionday
and
its basic value and turn ;l,e constituRibbons
supfurnished.
platenls
and
never
Uou any oilier
day
you'll
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SANTA FE ABSTRACT.
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J.B HAYWAEU
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& INSURANCE AGENCY.
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prepare ABSTRACTS OF TITLE. We write.
FIRE, TORNADO, PLATE GLASS, LIFE &
We draw LEGAL
'INSURANCE.
PAPERS, attend to RENTS & COLLECTIONS,
LOAN and PLACE MONEY for clients.
We can secure a desirable TENANT or PURCHASER for your property.
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JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, Manager,
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Whenever you want an easy shave
As good as barbers ever save,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon

v.
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I'll curl and dress the hair with grace
I'll suit the contour of your face.
My razor shnrpand scissors keun.
My shop is neat ana icwelsare clean
And everything I think you'll find
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American Druggists
Syndicate
Premium remedies are not patent m
WOOD'YS HACK LINE dicines, every premium remedy guaranteed as represented or your money
Prom
backr A. D. S. cough remedy and
BARRANCA TO TAOS cold tablets are unexcelled, get them
Meets Both North South now, they cost no more than the
inferior kind. Sold only by th CaBounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol pital Pharmacy.
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polish
quartered
oak or real mahogany. You can select a pattern adapted to
the character of room you have chosen for a library. We carry the goods in stock, w?th plain, leaded or plate glass doors.
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;
May
July none.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Jan. 19. Wool unchanged; territory and western mediums 21
23; fine mediums 1719; fine 12
LIVESTOCK.
Chicago, Jan. 19. Cattle Receipts
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10.021-2-

07; Texas steers $4.205.40;
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Hour Electric Se rviee
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WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES
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Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water
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political elections that this fraudulent discover
loodi o. liquids of the scalp.
In the 1'inkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files conmeans of deceiving voters has been
It penetrates the pores quickly aurl Uie hair
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"For three years I was of a committee of the rump. Some accords to a state in. suca cuses buf o land panted by the enabling act
Coloma, Wisconsin.
troubled with female weakness, irregularities,
not denied that privilege to) will vest legally and finally on their
j t
ickaehe and hearing down pains. I saw an ad- - of these "resolutions" are misconcei- jtthe bas
state of New Mexico. Besides the selection by the commission and the
of Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vegetable ved and abortive from the standpoint
of the truth, but are calculated to natural grammatical construction of approval of their
Ivertisenient and decided to try it. Al ter taking1
report thereon by
I found it was helping me, and I serve the ends of the devil in betray the clause constituting the commis-- l the secretary of the interior, and
of
confiiras
sion
provisional selection,
We call atinnist say that 1 am perfectly well now and can
ing the "plain people."
nothing in the constitution or in any
fnot thank you enough for what Lydia 13. Pink- - tention, particularly, to "resolution" the view of the "surveyor general," future act of the state legislature can
mm,- -i
Ajham s egeiable Compound has done for me." No. 13, adroitly put at the end of the or officer of like function, is to be in control or in any manner affect this
Mrs. John AVentland, 11. F.
No. 3, Box CO,
resolving document in order to serve the class of state officers. The office situation. Moreover, by section 9 of
IColoma, Wisconsin.
as a venomous sting. However in-- ! of "surveyor general" has existed in article 20 of the constitution, the state
Women who are suffering from those dis
nocently originated in the hasty some of the states, as for example, in of New Mexico expressly recognizes
mind of
author, and, however New York, although in most of the and confirms all the conditions of the
tressing ills peculiar to their sex should not lose sight of plausible the
statements and argu- states such functions as are proper to land grants.
its
That section reads:
these facts or doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegments may appear at first blush to a surveyor general are devolved on a
"Section 9. This state and its peoor
state
other
etable Compound to restore their health.
appropriate ple consent to all and singularly the
engineer
the ignorant or the simply confiding,
;
they are utterly without essential commissioner. The land grant provi-- provisions of the said act of congress
value. When the searchlight of truth sions in the enabling act import a approved June 20, 1910, concerning
narrow margin of three votes.
was turned on them by Governor contract with the state of New Mexi- the lands by said act granted or con
In the
congress an Elkins bill Mills at Albuquerque and Las Vegas, co, under which the grantor is the firmed by this state, the terms and
b
cniTnoisi n noun?
passed the senate and died in the as well as by Mr. Catron and other umteu otd.es, uuu tuB .u.l .
conditim)s upon wMch Baid granta
house.
critics, it was made clear and con- grantee, upon certain specified trusts and conflrmationa were made and tne
expressed means and manner of enforcing such
In the f0th congress a bill was in- vincing, that only stupid ignorance and upon very uetmiteiy
(From Today's Albuquerque Journal)
or reckless fraud would persist in conditions, which the United States terms and conditions, all in every retroduced and expired.
HOW THE NORTHWEST DOES IT.
right to impose. spect and particular as in said act
In the same congress in 18S8 an citing "resolution" No. 13 (unlucky has the
In the enabling act the United States
They are realizing the value of pubbill was introduced and died number) against the constitution.
omnibus
provided."
licity up in the northwest. The chamLet us analyze that "resoultion" and assumes that the new state will have
It will be noticed that the constibers of commerce and boards of trade by default; in 1890 another omnibus expose its falsity and deceptiveness: three officers who will exercise the
tution
came
bill
Idaho
and
says not a word of the "comWyoUtah,
up;
of Wyoming are calling a convention
Its first sentence is, "13. That it is usual functions of governor, surveyor mission," except by expressly adoptwas
for state organization and the outlin- ming went through; New Mexico
howand
attorney general,
provided in section 11 of the enabling general
cut out.
ing the terms of the several sections
ing of vast advertising campaigns;
act, passed by congress, that all lands ever, thf state, by its constitution or as they appear in the enabling act,
was
bandied
bill
In
1S92
another
in Oregon they are consolidating for
granted in quantity, or as indemnity, its legislation, may choose respective- and also, in reference to the grant of
It was not one million acres as the
organized uniform vigorous develop- about, and died.
shall be selected under the direction ly to denominate them.
equitable due
ment work and the Oregon DevelopIn 1S94 a bill passed the house; be- and
to
for
constitution
the
necessary
to
of
the
the
subject
approval
of Santa Fe and Grant counties by
ment League is the most interesting cause delegate Antonio Joseph was
Secretary of the Interior, from the name any commissioners of selection providing that their specific selection
New Mexico has always bad
Other ill with malaria and could not stand
outgrowth of the movement.
public lands of the Uni- at all.
shall be made "by the proper officers
states are following suit; and it is sponsor for the bill when it came up; ted
and attorney general, or of
a
governor
a
commission
composed
States, by
This is plainly a re- the state."
encouraging to note that such a Utah went through. New Mexico was of the governor and attorney gene.. .
to the commission provided by
ference
, .
movement is fast gaining ground in abandoned.
ral of the state and the surveyor
The reference
enabling act.
un- - the
New Mexico where the organization
'otherwise unnecessary was specifi
Attempts at the passage of the bill general, an officer of the United had a territorial surveyor general
of commercial clubs has been wide- in the
55th, 5Cth, 51 ih, 5Sth, 59th and States."
cally made only because of the peculalmost
continuous 60th congresses proved futile.
spread and
This representation in "resolution" act assumes that the state, by Its con- iar trust and duty of the state to
create
will
or
counties.
stitution
legislative act,
throughout the
In 1902 a bill passed the house and 13 is grossly false and perniciously
make provision for the payment of
The New Mexico publicity associa- that was the end of it.
All that is
needed to officers with the functions of govern- the Santa Fe and Grant counties in- misleading.
tion so far is the only statewide orto any
man or, surveyor general and attorney genIn 1906 came up the two state om- demonstrate
land
ganization of this kind; it has demon- nibus bill; Oklahoma and Indian ter- of intelligence its falsity and ridicu- eral, and, as a condition of the
(Contlrtued on Page Seven.)
officers
three
that
declares
grants,
to
lous
is
strated in six months that it is a trein
critical
absurdity
read,
a
became
Arizona
rejectstate;
mendous success and that statewide ritory
en exercising these functions shall comed joint statehood with New Mexico contrast, the very section of the
pose a commission to make proviteam work brings statewide results.
act
to. Here it is:
referred
abling
as the senate knew it would.
The general support given the publi
"Section 11. That all lands granted sional selection of all land. The conA separate statehoou bill in the In
the enabling act is
that
city association plan indicates
quantity or as an indemnity by this tract proposed by
the people realize the necessity for 59th. and 60th congresses struggled act shall be selected under the direc- accepted by the terms of the constitution and subject to the approval of tion.
this kind of a campaign and this is along and died an untimely death.
In
1909
bill
the
of
The three commissioners derive their
the
house
moveof
a
the Secretary of the Interior, from the
the
passed
beginning
undoubtedly
ment which will lead in the develop- the 61st congress; was referred to surveyed, unsurveyed, unappropriated authority directly from the enabling
ment of the untold resources of the the committee on territories; in the and
lands of the United
senate a substitute Beveridge bill States within the limits of said state,
new state of New Mexico.
was passed by the senate; and to the by a commission composed
of the
ONE CHANCE IN A LIFE TIME.
undoubted surprise of the senate the governor, surveyor general, or other
a
of
fortunate
series
By
accidents,
The vote in both ofilcer exercising the functions of a
New Mexico for the first time in her house concurred.
houses was unanimous; It would not surveyor general and the attorney
long history has a chance to enter
be so again in a hundred years.
general of the state."
the Union as a state.
J
Observe that in "resolution" 13, the j
have
Nearly twenty congresses
This chance may not come again
of
order
collocation
New
of
words
Mexico statehood bill very
the
in the life of the present generation. made the
"A few years will make no differ- the butt of their jokes and calumny; indicating the persons to compose the 1 1
WHEN YOU FIND YOUR3ELF WRITING THE SAME THING
for fifty years delegates have been commission is changed, so as to bring
ence," say those who oppose the conREin
"the
our
as
last
the
surveyor general"
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINE8S,
hopes
stitution. Such persons either know vainly Introducing bills;
A GREAT
to
rea- of the commissioners
been
be
YOU
and
about
have
A
SAVE
always
WILL
named,
MEMBER
8TAMP
RUBBER
nothing or care nothing about the
the bill has always died in the thus to give point to the committee
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
history of the statehood fight. It has lized;
been the longest struggle, the most "committee on territories"; while fabricated designation, "an officer of
MORE
THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
NOW
STAMPS
never beaten on a vote, bitter eastern the United States."
amazing series of failures in the his-18 MONEY THESE DAYS
AND
TIME
SAVE
TIME,
excuses and misrepresent
Observe, also, that the "committee"
In the opposition,
lory of the Tinted States.
and
killed
eliminated
tation
have
indirection,
the
ignored
it
by
utterly
face of the bitterest eastern opposi- vital
words, "or other
tion; after years and years of eva--j j Again and again other territories, officersexplanatory the functions of a
exercising
no
in
better
have
fitted,
squeezed
sion, attack and neglect by congress
PRICE-LIS- T
New Mexico has finally succeeded In past New Mexico; her statehood bill surveyor general."
Whoever heard of the functions of
i has been simply
a
to
buffer
a
1B
joke,
door
of
the
statehood.
One-lin- e
opening
Inches na
i
Stamp, not over 2
a byword a United States surveyor general beWe are confident the people will prevent other legislation;
ioc.
Each additional line on same stamp,
ing turned over to another officer as
not shut this door until New Mexico and a joke.
2Be.
Inches Ions
over 3
One-lin- e
"exercising the functions of a surStamp, over 2 2 and not
a
brain
man
to
dare
Does
with
any
has passed through it.
15
veyor
general"?
on
Each
stamp,
line
additional
In 1850 a constitution was adopted; say we can "get ild any time?" The
Manifestly section 11 of the enab5 Inches long
26a,
One-linStamp, over 3 2 and not over
congress instead organized us into a presidential congress will approve ling act contemplated the "selection"
20c.
same
on
stamp,
Each additional line
died our constitution; the east has praised by the state of New Mexico of the
territory. In 1X72 statehood
e.
Inch
One-- l ne
through the act of an appointive gov--' it. if we reject lt neither congress granted lands, and subjected this seStamp, over 5 Inches lonn, per
same price.
additional
ernor who cared nothing for the pec--; nor tne
line,
Each
of
to
the
discretion
lection
the
best
friend
we
proper
president, the
count at two lines.)
pie or the law
ever had in the White House, will officers of the state, only without
(Curved lines on Stamp
"in the 43rd congress in 1875, a mis- bother further with us; they will authoxiatative interference or partici
3
Inchee
under
long way, 25e extra.
Bordere of all shape,
taken handshake by Delegate Elkins fling in our teeth. "You have said pation on the part of any surveyor
at
prices.
sizes
proportionate
Larger
at the psychological moment caused you don't want statehood that ends general of the United States, or any
f
Inch inch In tlz. we charge for one
Where type used le over
other United States officer, save only
the south to defeat statehood by the it."
or
I
Inch
fraction.
one-haline for each
the head of the interior department
under whose "direction" and subject
DATES, ETC.
of happinoss ia to whose "approval" the selection
The nislysst
for
town
knd
date
Local Dater any
Tf
T reached by having children in the must be made. Indeed, it has been
IfV
B
6B
In
and
Dater
month,
year
day
fi
tl10
of
the
1
1)ui
little
ilomi'
Ledger
L S1
coming
I
the long and almost universal usage
U SFl
ss
JL KMmJlLjr MS
with
ones is often attended
appre- of congress to confide the
Regular line Dater
Si
tension and dread. Mother's Friend selection of such grants provisional
TrW
Model
Band
Dstsr
of
Deflnance
VT AT T"?
if used by the expectant mother in either, in general terms, to the land,
IV
state
Signature, Rubber 8tamp and Wood Cut
of the ordeal, carries
preparation
in specific terms, to soma
Jft.
Pearl Check Protector
her tnrougn tne crisiS with safety. itself, or, officer
or officers of the
8TAMP PAD8.
This great remedy assists nature in all necessary physical changes of the sys- designated must be
It
state.
borne in mind that
and
the
of
preserves
.".fiords
waiting,
comfort
25 cenU; 2 4x4 M,
bodily
tem,
during the period
15 cents; 2
10 cents; 2x3
of such grants made to a state, although
75 cents.
symmetry of form after baby comes. The penetrating and soothing qualittes
15 cents; 3
50 cents; 4
14,
in
and
to
are
not
admitted
every
of
the
breasts,
the union,
yet
Mother's Friend allays nausea, prevents caking
ADDRESS
FOR
SPECIMENS
contracts only effectual when that
1YPE
way contributes to strong, healthy
state comes into being, and are not
motherhood. Mother's Friend is
contracts with the political fatus,
CO.
sold at drug stores. Write for our
J4EW
called a territory, out of which the
free book containing valuable inforterstate evolves. In dealing with a
mation for expectant mothers.
ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
ritory concerning a grant of lands to
BEADFIELD EEGULATOE CO.,
be enjoyed by the territory ai such,
:
Atlanta, Ga.
congress may very properly deny the
i
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train both North' nnd'Soutb.'
at Preston N.iM.
for rlliy.iilj'thtoA'ii,
X. M.. at 9:00 i. m. daily except
i" way S1.50 round trip; (lfty pound baMiuw oarriwl free.
:i s 1 llii'M. N', f. for tho south at 11:11 p. ui arrives fromithe

i!o w:U at I' lif.if with
4St!te for Van liivura N,
N.
St:w-;

K. I'.
S. W. Ily.
M, mnet.4 trains

C. G. DEDMAN,

J. VAN HOUTEN.
G. M..
V. P.

Superintendent.

F

M.

WILLIAMS,
Agent,

G. P.
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ASK FOR TICKBTS

i!

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

-

j

n

j

J

-

j

System

-

East or West

I

"A

For liates and full information I'ldre

EUGENE A. FOX,
G. F. & P. A.
El

j

J

From Santa Fe to EI Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

SI Paso & Southwestern

Paso Texas,

k!

-

!.,

!

;

WHEN GOING

EAST OR WEST
use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
Colo. Springs and Pueblo
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

AT

NEW MEXICAN DLDG.JS

OR
UNION DEPOT.
fcS.-.:".- '.

Rtstfebe?

ROSWELL AUTO CO. R0SWELL NEW MEX
Carrying the V. 9. mall and pas- the rate ol $5.0v per hundred lb.
senger between Vaughn, N. M., and
Special automobiles furnished te ac
commodate any number ol passengers
RoBreil, N. M., connecting with fh
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
land Railroads
and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
.New Mexico Central Railroad at Tor
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arriv ranee for Santa Fe, N. M., by comIn Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the Ros-weLeave Roswell at 12:30 a. m. arrive
Atito Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
In Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Hate foi

li

Baggage allowance of 50 Is. to special $40.00 to accommodate fouT or
each regular ticket, eaceas baggage ai fewer passengers to either
point

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

Stamps

'

ij

2

2

Herewith are some vargaln offered TIME
TABLE ALL
by the New Mexican Printing comLOCAL TRAINS
pany: Code of Cidl Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
The following are '.he time tables
bound, 31; paper bound, 75c Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Coda ot the local railroads:
the two for f.10.
Pleadings,

J;

i

Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of
A. T. & S. F. Ry.
New Mexico, 1S99, 1301 and 1903, Leave
English and Spanish pamphlets, 25c;
8.10 a. m. connect with No. 3 westfull leather $3. Sheriffs Flexible
Corer Pocket Docket, single, $1.25-tw- bound. No. 10 eastbound.
or more books, $1 each. Nw
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 12:10
Mexico uSpreme Court Reports, Not. p. m.
3 and 10 inclusive $3.30 each. Comail-atlo4:00 p. m. connect with No. 1 west
Corporation Laws, 75c. Compil bound.
atlon Mining
50c.
Money's
Heturning arrive at Santa Fe, 6:30
Digest of New Mexico Reports, full p. tn.
sheep, $6.60; full list school blanks.
7:20 p. m. connect with Nn 1 nri
9 westbound;
No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
TO AND FROM R03WtLl
Keturning arrive at Santa Fe 11:10
Connection made with Automobile p. m
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Roi-weD- R. Q, Ry.
it 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Ros- Leave 10:15 a. ro. for north.
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Arrive 3:35 p. m. from north.
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
New Mexico Central Ry.
and arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
Leave 7:30 a. m. connects with No.
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
is $5.80 and between Torrance and 34 east and S3 south and west.
Arrive 8 p, m. with connection from
Rotwell $10. Reserve seats on autoNo. 33 east; No. 84 south and west
mobile
by wire. J. W. Stockard.
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DELAY IN LAND SELECTION.
(Continued
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from Page Three)

CHAMPION

MINING

AND

as a governor and attorney general.
To these three officers the enabling
act directly applies when it establishes a commission for the selection of
the granted lands, and it is this commission which in the fourth section
of article 9 is referred to as "the proper officers of the state," who shall, "as
soon as practical select and locate
the one million acres of land" for the
the indebtedness menpayment
tioned of Santa Fe and Grant counties.
The general functions of the commissioner are "like" those of a surveyor
general, as appears from article 8, by
the second section of which article
it is declared that he "shall select, locate, classify, and have the direction,
control, care and disposition of all
public lands, under the provisions of
the acts of congress relating thereto and such regulations as may be
of

provided by law."
"Commissioner" Is

very appropriate as the designation of the officer
"exercising the function of a surveyor general." It was the official title
given to Clarke, the Burveyor representing the government in the survey
of the Texas- - New Mexico boundary.
It also appears in the title of the
"commissioner of the general land
It might have been in clear- office.'
er style if the constitution had specifically referred to the commissioner
of public lands as one of the trio constituting the commission required to
make the first movement in the proceeding of the segregation of the
state's lands out of the national domain, but it was not necessary since
the enabling act fully covers that subject as we have shown. Neither does
the constitution make specific references to either the governor or the
attorney general in that connection,
but it makes a general reference to
all three when it directs prompt selection of the one million acres, by
"the proper officers of the state." It
is a mere quibble to consider the use
of the word "select" in article S, as
having any relation to the "selection"
committed by the enabling act to
three officers of whom he is one.
Such a construction would be nugatory, even if the words of article 13
involved it, for in such case a court
would put the word "select" out of
the question as being repugnant to
both the enabling act's provisions,
nrinnted as state law by the ninth
section of article 21, and to the intent, of the fourth section of article 9,
in using the words "proper officers of
the state." Besides the commissioner
of public lands has a permanent function, to continue long after the governor and attorney general shall have
ceased to have any more duties to
perform as members of the segregacomting commission long after the
of
out
have
shall
gone
mission itself
existence for the lack of functions.
The commissioner's duties under the
state involve only the administration of the public lands of the state,
and he has nothing to do about
"selection" of the lands granted by
the enabling act, except participation
in the labors of the commission. But
when we are a state wa may reasonof
ably look for additional grants
land from congress, especially in
view of what the government equiabtably owes New Mexico for the
sorption by Texas of six hundred
thousand acres out of the territorial
jurisdiction, through the early negliof
the government itself.
gence
Should such new giants be made to
the state of New Mexico, with no
as to
specific provision by congress,
the state officers who are to make
the selection, then the provisions of
article 13 would come into full play;
for the commissioner of public lands
would be qualified already as the
state's agent to "select."

MAY

MEET

"HACK
i

debtedness as soon as possible, by
Sierra County The mill at the
an early selection and application of
Statehood
mines in Sierra county, isj
the lands granted for that purpose,
now
running full time, and about 40'
thus avoiding further taxation in that
men employed underground keeping it

Tegard.
By the first section of articls 3 of
the constitution, a "commissioner of
public lands" is provided for as well

GOTCH
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Much development is go-- j
supplied.
ing on under the management of F.
I.. Ghoux, who has decided to ship!
his concentrates to the El I'aso smel-- j
ter by way of Lake Valley instead of
Cutter, as was originally intended
when the company made its toll road
to that point, as the former is the
Gironx'
Manager
most economical.
has offered the use of five stamps of
the mill for custom work, and the
McPhersons are hauling a thousand
sacks of ore from their claims south
of the Wicks for a trial run. If this
proves a profitable venture there are
several other parties in the district
who propose to take advantage of the
offer. The Wicks Gulch continues to
ship a carload of high grajde ore
monthly and expects to double the
output in the near future. A. L. Bird,
who is in charge of the Garfield and
Butler properties, has five men clean- ing up and preparing for work on a
large scale, as it is confidently stated
that the $250,000 for which the mines
have been'bonded to the English par- ties is nearly all subscribed, al-- ,
though the bond does not expire until
next August. It is reported that Bos- ton parties are negotiating for the
purchase of the Mamie Richmond
group. Will Robins expects to re- sume work on the Trio group shortly
and with the exception of the Rich- mond there is not an idle mine in this
Lake Valley is taking
neighborhood.
on new life 40 men are working on
the property cleaning out old stopes,
Wring the old workings, and it is
the intention to erect a smelter there
as soon as the management has de
cided what capacity will be needed.
There are hundreds of thousands of
tons of low grade ores at Lake Valley
can be handled at a profit now, that
could not have been considered in
the early eighties when the mine was
first opened.
Mining at Kelly The
wet mill at Kelly, Socorro county, has
been down for a week undergoing
some necessary repairing. The mine
was down a few days but is working
again. The mill will commence work
about Friday. From the looks of the
ore in the bius at the Kelly lease, Joe!
Vezzetti is still finding bodies of lead
carbonates. The Kelly mine has pro- of
duced millions of dollars worth
the past
lead from these levels,
twelve years and is still producing
some immense bodies of zinc from
these levels the past two years.
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Printed and for sale by New Mexi
can Printing Company, Santa Fe. N.
Mex.
of
Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
fuli sheet
Applicant,
Deposition of Witness.
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There is a bare possibility after all

ly wrenched

thin country, including foreigners.
Three good American heavyweight
wrestlers are ready to work whenever
called upon. These are Jess Wester-gaard- ,
Ordemann and Charley Cutler.
Ordemann recently defeated Cutler at
Minneapolis, but it was not a satisfactory match, as Cutler sustained a bad- -
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TO

PLANS

B. Bowlea.)

by Joseph
Think quick, act quickly, claim
everything in sisht and watch every
point. Run out every hit, take any
kind of chances on the bases, make
the other side throw.
That Is the way to win in baseball.
Plainly stated, the team which
torceB the pace, compels the other
club to give ground, assumes the aggressive end of the game and throws
the other team on the defensive right
at the start Is the winner. The hustling, aggressive, pushing club, no matter how much weaker than its adversaries, usually beats them.
Team work ha3 been one of my pet
theories for many years. I think I
knew a good deal of inside baseball
lOtO,

Contest Against Non- sheet
Resident Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final

It is a BUSINESS MAXIM universally accepted that

320

sheet

sheet

1--2

GOSSIP OF
hSPORTDOM

1 2

Small Holding Proof, Aflldavit of ky
plicant, full sheet
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
General Biankt.
sheet.
Bond for Deed.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
sheet
Bond, Genera! Form,
Certificate of Marriage, 7&o per doz.
sheet.
Official Bond,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
of Mortgage, full sheet
Application for License, 2 sheet
sheet
Retail Liquor License.
sheet
Notice of Conveyai.cn,
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, 2 sheet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
Application for Marriage License,
2

They sell the Boston National league
team almost every afternoon now in
Bean town.
That annual row of the Ice skaters
gives promise of coming along on
scheduled time.
Packey McFarland insists that he is
a lightweight still, but he doesn't care
to work at it just yet.
Frank Gotch may have retired for
keeps, but there are a lot of wrestling
fans from Missouri who will have to
be shown.
Now it is reported that Manager
McGraw of the New York Giants visited Chicago recently to swap Murphy
out of Johnny Kling.
Eastern collegiate basket ball officials want to let the referee
decide
whether holding and blocking shall
constitute a personal foul.
If Tulane university professors want
to be popular they should know by
this time how "incontrovertibly and

4

2

2

2

2

1--

2
2

A DEMOCRAT.

2

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
Are tonic in action, quick in results.
A special medicine for all kidney and
bladder disorders. Mary C. Abbott,
Wolfeboro, N. H., says- 'I was afflicted with a bad case of rheumatism, due
to uric acid that my kidneys failed
to clear out of my blood. I was so
lame in my feet, joints and back that
it was agony for me to step. I used
Foley Kidney Pills for three days
when I was able to get up and move
about and the pains were all gone.
This great change in condition I owe
to Foley Kidney Pills and recommend
them to anyone suffering as I have."
Sold at Capital Pharmacy.

sheet

Certificate of Birth.
Certificate of Death,
Butchers' Shipping

sheet.

4

sheet

1--4

wet? I

Notices.

sheet

-

Promissory Notes 25c per pad
Receipts, 25c per pad.
Cost Bond,

;M

unanimously" students regard

sheet

4

Every year they come across with
a lot of changes to Increase the batting. The latest la make it impossible
for a manager to use more than two
pitchers In a game.
Cleveland baseball fans see a pennant In sight for the Naps next year,
according to reports from that city.
Jackson and Lajoie in the outfield are
expected to bring ft that way.
President Murphy of the Cubs Is
against any change In our baseball
code. Why shouldn't he be?
The
Cubs could not hope to be more successful under a new set of rules.
The principal ambftlon of the heavyweight fighters seems to be not to battle themselves, but to dig up a "white
man's hope" who can fight or at
least make a noise like a champion.
Gotch when champion never refused
to meet any wrestler In the world
who had the semblance of a right to
Challenge him and he never bet on
himself.
Aspiring wrestlers, please

1--2

2

2

2

sheet

sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
sheet.
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
2

2

2

sheet
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet
Lease.
Lease of Personal Property,
2

2

1

New School at Lamy Eusebio
clerk of the school directors at sheet
sheet
Chattel Mortgage,
Lamy, was in town yesterday on bus!
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
ness with County School Superintend
sheet
Power of Attorney
ent Conway. Mr. Conway has paved
Prices on other stamps, pads, and aU
the way for the building of a new
school house at Lamy, and Mr. Gon- other office supplies, on application,
School Blanks.
7a' es stated that work would be start
sheet
Enumeration Form,
ed just as soon as the transfer of the
sheet.
Teachers' Certificate,
land could be made.
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet
Subpoena,
Nearly Smothered
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
N. C Mrs.
Augusta
Chandler,
sheet
Capias
Complaint,
Lomax. of this place, writes: I had
Search Warrant,
sheet
so
bad
smothering spell- every day,
sheet
talner,
that I expected death at any time. I Replevin Bond,
sheet
could not sit up In bed. I suffered
Execution Forcible Entry and De
My nerves full sheet
from womanly troubles.
were unstrung. I had almost given sheet
I
up all hope of ever being better.
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
tried Card'ui, and it did me more good
Contract between Directors and Teathan anything I had ever taken. I chers, 4 sheet
am better now than I ever expected
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
to be."
Thousands ot ladies have
Certificate of apportionment
ol
written similar letters, telling of the School Funds,
sheet
It relieved their Contract for Fuel,
merits of Cardul.
sheet
Teachers' Monthly Report, 4 sheet
headache, backache and misery, Just
as It will relieve yours, if you will two for $10.00. Adapted to New Mextry it. Try It for your troubles today. ico Code. Postage 17c.
2
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2

4

4

4
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4
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1-- 4

1-- 2

1-- 4
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foot-

ball.

sheet
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,

George Davis.

and team work with other teams, but
I never realized fully the possibilities
of team work until I was with the
White Stockings.
I am not claiming
any part of the credit, except that I
was able to work with two such generals as Comiskey and Jones, and to
contribute what I knew of the Inside
game to them iff return for what I copy.
Tflere were sounds of some one
Aerial Courtship.
Two turtle doves went wooing
tramping over tin.
& an aeroplane oatled Myrtle,
"Billy," called the wife of the popuBut pity the poor turtle dovea
lar author, "Billy, there Is a burglar
when the aeroplane turned turtle.
on the roof."
"Burglar on the roof?" repeated her
Those Hats.
"I see where a scientist has invented husband, as he jumped out of bed.
something that will make a person in- "Quick, Lucy, my pen and paper."
"What are you going to write, Billy?
visible."
"The milliners heat Mm to that a Don't you think you had better take
your revolver and shoot the burglar?"
.
year ago." .. ..
"Not until I run off a chapter entiMore to the Purpose.
tled: 'Artless Archibald, the Aerial
"Mrs. Whiffle Is so much in love Appropriator.' Ten chances to one that
with her poodle that she is going to burglar came In an airship, as there is
I
have its Toioe 'canned.' "
no other way of getting on the root
Fklo canned." ! Business before pleasure. Lucy."
Td much rather
i

ad-

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.

Wlllllrlll,l

sheet

2

Entry,
Homestead Entry,

m

(4

ments in its local papers.

2

proof,
Additional

YOUR SALESMAN may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. HE BRINGS YOU BUSINESS.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
build the town. The outside judges Santa Fe by the advertise-

1

sheet

1

BUY.

;

Affidavit of

Q

THE SUBSCRIBERS to the local paper are the prosperous people of your town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

wonderfuly acute powers of observa- tion, and every one worked together.
One of the principal causes of vie-- ,
tory to a pennant winning team is in
the selection of pitchers to work
against certain teauiK on certain days.
The condition of the sky Is studied.!
the lights and shadows on the grounds,
the condition of the grounds and the
force and direction of the wind, before
a final selection Is made. Of course
every man on a team knows what
pitcher is likely to be effective against
certain teams. The study of tho con-dition of the pitcher then becomes
He may have.
extremely important.
beien good In his last game, but gone
stale or stiff or lost some speed, or
his curve. The manager or catcher
must study the man in preliminary
practice to discover if there has been
any such charge. Then the other conditions must be taken into consideration. And, after that Is all done, and
the manager has thought and worried
gray hairs into his head, an umpire
may miscall one strike and turn the
entire game, which shows how much
any one really knows about how to
win.

EY GEORGE DAVIS.

iaL

A

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU
BUSINESS.

WIN

ft 1 ,net.
Yearly Proof.
Affidavit to be filed before contest,
2

knee in the second fall

learned. I do not think there ever
was a team as perfect in defensive
Team Which Sets Pace, Compels Other and aggressive team work as the
White Stockings wits under Jones.
Team to Give Ground and Is
Our system of signals was perfect,
Aggressive e Winner.
and besides that we had men with
DAVIS GIVES

sheet.
sheet.

2

&

1

fans.
The two real gooil foreigners are
Hackenschmldt and Mahmont. One or
the other of these should get a chance
at the crown before they return to
their homes. Gotch is quoted as saying that he considers Mahmout the
best of the lot

2

sheet.
Final Proof,
Contest Notice,

I

that Frank Gotch, retlrf-wrestling and had to give up after having beat-- ;
champion of the world, may reconsider en Ordemann in the lirst fall.
his Intentions and sign articles to
Three foreigners now in America
meet Hackenscnmidt in a finish bout are all after the title held by Gotch.
for the world's title. Before leaving There may be more than three, but so
Chicago the other day for his home far there are only three worth menin Iowa Gotch told Eonie friends "not tioning, and even one of these may
for publication" that he might agree as well be left out of the running.
to one more match If there was Zbyszko was easy meat for the Iowan
enough money in sight, but before In the final match last sprlug, and undoing so the Iowa farmer said Hack less he has Improved by a good measwould have to beat all good men la ure he would not be considered by the

(Copyright,

L
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PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling
sugar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for car-

load lots.
I

!

YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.
Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that

there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT in the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.
THE

MERCHANT is noted by the

NON-PROGRESSI-

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be
poor.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
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services in a body. Undertakers Mul-- mit the question to a vote of the Deo- ro and others would make addresses
....... .,.. moiiig ,mu enargc 01 uie ar- pie or Kew
Mexico, a right which the in
MINOS CUT TOPICS
.
favor of the constitution. The
people ought to have when they re- crowd was not disappointed.
" vatduina on uam?;i?e Koaa
The
it on,
...
i.
nnpst
mm
ii
unfortuictaiu
1...
TU
r.ieiuianc- unite railroa
tieen nate that it should be understood constitution was discussed at consul.
jerable length and many good reasons
completed by G. R. Brady, the con- that
THE WEATHER.
tractor constructing the roadbed, but ed Temperance people were array- lor its adoption were advanced. The
the
solidly
against
Denver, t'oio., Jan. ID. The
constitution, voters showed great interest in the
the laying of rails by the Santa Fe and
that they are compelled to go beforecast is fair weather to- subject and many were heard to exCompany will not be completed until fore the
niht and Friday,' with warm- next week. About two miles of rails with the legislature of the state press themselves as nleased with th
er weather in southeast por- understanding and ask fOr r;XllInT)nfmrD t
remain to be laid. At, present suri'ac- - tho
"l
,
i
lunaiuuB OI me
llof tw tl,o
tion tonight.
' tur " 18 "ew
state- - Much enthusiasm was
uih
a
in
is
There
is
progress.
ib
VI,
that
altogether
probable
many of the caused when the increased
surplus of men, and no labor is de- mends ot the
constitution will be which New Mexico will
Sutter "Merritts Best" "oc pound. sired.
enjoy as a
members of the first legislature of siate and the
'. An
Kggs .';., 10c and CDc dozen.
Charged With Having Opium Jose the new
advantages of complete
state.
drews.
and
equal
which stateRodriguez, alias Constantino Saldana
"So far as I am individually con- hood will citizenship
You Will Find bargains in wall pa- was arrested at the Santa Fe bridge
bring to the people of the
cerned
a
constitution prepared by a territory was demonstrated to the
at El Paso on a charge of having
lter remnants at GOEBELS.
-
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Grocery and Bakery
For Your Afternoon Tea

:
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Just

Received

English

Biscuits,

Wafers

and

Sugfar

Wafers,

,
Arrow Root,
Marie, Tan San, Vum Yum, Pan Pan,
Chocolate, Vrila and Lemon Wafers, Clover Leaf, Veronique
Perfecto. Phiior.iena, Tom Thumb, Vienna Suar
Jingers, Chocolate
London B:.v..t, Chocolate
lljdrox. Afternoon Tea, Butter and Water
Thins, Cheese Sandwiches and Sti.x.

Nabisco,

Rich-tea-

Hobo's

Christmas

is a comic

pic-

smoking opium in his possession.

HUNDRED citizens

Six

of New

Mexico

'

me.iFng.

many courtesies

that

19,

1911.

he overlooked

the fact that the woman had African blood in her veins. Later, however, when he attempted to purchase
the dress, he discovered that he was
shy the money he had brought with
him for that purpose. It is not known
whether or not his sweetheart got
the pretty clothing promised, but it
is a fact that Estevan declares he
will never again go out to buy clothes
for any woman on Friday, the
Your Free Package Conkey's Laying Tonic and Poultry Book are here.
Call before they are gone. Leo
Hersch.

elected by the votes of the people and
Tbe gathering was strictly
the document when prepared, signed
v, hie.;-- ,
Try a Box of Assorted Sugar Wafers.
gave to it a greater sie- 7 every republican member of the nificain
Joman Gallegos, chairman
Every family has need of a good,
convent'" that framed it, and three- - of the board of county commissioners, reliable
liniment. lor sprains, bruifourth of the Democratic members, is a steadfast.
Plione No. 4.
Republican, opened the ses, soreness of the muscles and rheGOOD ENOUGH FOR ME TO VOTE meatiny and
Phone No. 4.
made a brief speech in umatic
pains there is none better
FOR.
which he explained its purpose. Eleu-terithan Chamberlain's. For sale by all
Come and Root for the bovs at
!:uca. a prominent Democrat,
was chosen chairman. Mr. Tinea smVi dealers.
SPIRIT OF AMERICAN JEWS.
ARMING TO TEMPERANCE
.
e,vuu iniont:i udii game, rnuay
it pleated him to be able to take, nart
PEOPLE.
January 20.
m such a
(Continued From Page One.)
meeting. He said he realMeet
ized the strictly
Tomorrow The
Woman's
Continued from Page One.
characCommencing Monday, January
ter
and
Guild
of
Auxiliary
of the church of
the gathering because of its To Our Customers
the individual
for the community
.
the Holy Faith will meet with Mrs. are
action in hoosing him, a man who
arrayed against the constitution ?ased l!pon the ideas of right and
An Absolute
L. B. Prince. Friday afternoon
(Jan. u may nave the effect of injuring the justice. if the pilgrims, the puritans nad announced himself against tbe
20) at half past two o'clock.
and Other Friends
;
and Huguenots brought with them, as constitution, as chairman. Mr. Baca's
i
fiflllBO flf Tomnn.,. ...
on t rai to Be There All arrange- rerrarks
were
u
received
with
they
(Without
the
certainly did,
applause.
Of the Entire StOCk
remembrance
Reservation.) of
cuts have been made for the hoM- Fernando Baca, of Teeolotito,
a
v
before the legislature of the new 01 suffering for ideals and the spirit
ing of a rousing statehood meeting
Democrat,
and
Jose
Santos Esquibel
stale ana ask 'or enactment of laws ot sacrifice, how much longer was were chosen
Mnnderfieid hail
t
vice
UC
itlii. ivf
iuu r,i
that remembrance,
presidents of the
and with how
there and hear something to your ad- - favorable to their cause.
The Greater Las Vegas
meeting.
WE TAKE THIS OPPORmuch greater intensity did that
Dry Goods,
Would
Do
spir
No
Good.
hand
vantage.
furnished a concert before the
in
it
the
souls
glow
of
the
"In
as
Jews,
much as the constitution is
TUNITY to thank you for the
Statehood Meeting Don't fail to at
meeting and played several selections
tend the statehood meeting tomorrow certain of adoption 'the Temperance whose whole history is a record of dunng the evening. The
unmeeting
of
At Tremendous Reductions
business that you have favorsuffering, and of sacrinight at 7: HO p. m. at Manderiield People should adopt such course in martydom,
fice for the ideals of civil and religi- doubtedly aided the cause of the con-hall. Come and hear good
shtution and will increase the
speakers yoting upon the constitution as would ous liberty, of whom it is
ed
us with this year or for
big
said: 'Of majority by which the
tell all about the benefits of state- - win for their cause, FRIENDS and
document will
hood.
.
not ENEMIES. There is no compro- - all the races and nations of mankind bfi arinntfiri nt
kind
words, words of recomWill Meet Tonight The adjourned mise in this position, because it is which quarter the arms of liberty on urday.-- Las
Vegas OnHc
the
shields
of
their
mendation
none
of
the
honor,
has
that you may have
meeting
Crist at Nambe.
signers for the forma- the real situation. A vote against the
tion of the Santa Fe club will be held constitution can do the cause of Tern a better title to that decoration than
J. H. Crist and Cosme Herrera last
the
Jews.'
spoken concerning us. We
this evening at S o'clock in the Com- perance NO GOOD under
evening addressed a meeting of votexisting cir"The spirit of Judaism became the ers at
mercial club rooms. C. A. Bishop, sec- cumstances, whereas a vote in favor
Xambe, northern Santa Fe
should like to write each one
retary.
of it will place the cause of Temper- mother spirit of Puritanism in old county, but made no converts
against
of you personally but our
W. C. T. U. Meeting. There is a ance in a much more favorable
England, and the history of Israel the constitution.
posiand its democratic model under the
call meeting of the W. C. T. TJ. this tion before the
legislature of the new judges
host of friends is so large
inspired and guided the Pil- FRIDAY, JANUARY 13 WAS
c,e"'"s, iue ism, at 7::J0 p. m. at the state, when that question is brought
W. C. T. U. room. All members re- - before it.
grims and Puritans in their wanderUNLUCKY FOR FELIPE.
lhat it is impractical.
ing hither and in layiner the foimrln.
quested to attend.
"It seems to me that the people of tions
of their commonwealths in New He Set Out to
Every Voter is Invited One of the Santa Fe county should be unaniBuy Trousseau for His
The piety ani learning of
last meetings of the statehood cam- mous
England.
Bride But Was Relieved of His
in favor of Ue adoption of the
the Jews bridged the chasm of the
paign will be held at Manderfield hall constitution. If
Money By Colored Woman.
the constitution
is middle
tomorrow night. Every voter is inages, and the torch they bore
May the Coming
and
New
Mexico
is
admitted amidst, trials and
vited to attend and hear good speak- adopted
San Antonio, Texas, Jan. 19. The
lit
the
sufferings
a
as
state, the great railroad debt of
Year Bring You a
ers tell good reasons for voting for
trom the ancient to the mod- experience of Felipe Estevan of Lar-- ,
the county of Santa Fe will be paid pathway
ern world.
statehood.
edo,
while
Texas,
in
this city Januwithout a dollar's taxation upon the
Full Measure of
Ran Nail Through
" 'The historical
His Hand.
YOU WILL NEED ONE OF OUR HAND"
power of the ary 13, will go far to convince him
of the county. It is said that
citizens
while
at
Henry Krick,
work yesterthat
of
the
is
Friday,
prophets
Israel,"
thirteenth,
says James
of the million acres of land which has
always
SOME CHAFING DISHES, A COFFEE
Health, Happiness
day in his bottling establishment, ran
'is exhausted neither bv .In. fraught with misfortune.
According
a nail through his hand. The nail been offered the counties of Santa Fe daism nor
to
Estevan's
story, he came to this:
by Christianity, and they
MACHINE, AND A TABLE KETTLE.
End Grant for the payment of the rail- and Prosperity.
punctured a vein and the loss of
hold a reserve force for the benefit city to purchase a real pretty dress
road
more
not
debt'
.MO
,n!,n
blood
was
before
a
quite heavy
for his sweetheart. While here lie
physiWe have the Best line of these articles in
acres will be necessary to pay the en- - of the coming century. The twenti- fell
cian could dress the wound.
in with a man and woman, the
eth century is better
than
debt
F
of
tire
As
prepared
Santa
the Territory, not only the Best Articles
the the
county.
The Children will enjoy that fairy
latter a mulatto. These were very
nineteen
it
to
preceding
underpicture John Dough. Remember it's railroa1 (Iebt ot Grant county is quite stand them.' While
L..i
Yours Very Truly.
uui me most attractive in appearance.
Zionism is a gracious to him and showed him so
at the Elks'.
small, it will take very much less to cnnu
ot despair in countries where
Beavers Are Ready. The new dam pay tne railrad debt of that county,
"c viunus, or appression are still
of Beavers, a social
organization, has Consequently, after all the railroad counted by millions, the
Republicanmet with success here and 90 mem- - debts are paid there will be a large
A JOY. A NECESSITY AND A
ism of the United States is the nearbers were registered this morning alQount of this land which will go in- - est
COMFORT THE YEAR ROUND
approach to the ideals of the
and paid their initiation fees. The to the school funds of the new state
of Israel that has ever been
installation will take place Friday and thus lighten the burden of the prophets
incorporated in the form of a state.
TAXPAYER
the
for
of
the
maintenance
Albuquerque Beavers connight,
The founders of our
government conschools as well.
ducting the ceremonies.
verted
the dreams of philosophers in- Wa-SJ'MILWAUK- EE
From 26 to 42 That was the range
"Every property owner of Santa Fe to a
political system, a government
in temperature yesterday and the av- - county has reason to know that if
by the people, whereunder the rights
debt
to
railroad
has
tn,s
be
erage relative humidity was 84 per
paid by of man became
the rights of men secent. The lowest temperature during the CITIZENS of Santa Fe county,
cured and guaranteed under a writlast night was 28 degrees, and that that it practically means the confis ten
constitution. America is peculiarwas the temperature at 6 o'clock this cation of their property. For under
SATISFACTION ASSURE DB
Are Considered to be
ly a promised land wherein the spirit
FIRST GLASS CORRICK'S HACK LINE
was a clear, the immense burden of taxation, of the
morning.
Yesterday
of
JSI&SEV
the
teachings
ancient
prophwarm day, but somewhat windy in which the payment of this debt would ets
The World's
inspired the work of the fathers
the afternoon.
necessitate, tbe property of the citi- of our
HACK SERVICE
country.
Bnggies and Saddle Horses
School at Golden Closes Miss Ber- - zens of Santa Fe county would be
"American liberty demands of no
tha Livesay, school teacher at Golden Practically worthless. Whereas the
You
pjBvep
has written County School Superin- - Payment of it by the general govern-tenden- man the abandonment of his conscientious
on
under
the
"that
convictions;
the
her five months-meenabling act and our
Conway,
contrary,
school term will end this week. Miss constitution will increase the value it had its birth not in the narrowness
Fpw 1fow
Lof
uniformity, but in the breadth of
Livesay conducted one of the best of the property of Santa Fe county
schools in the county, and will prob- - FIFTY PER CENT!
divensty which patriotism fuses to
THE PACE FOR 19t1
ably have charge of a long termed
will surely be set by our livery staGary
"Another reason why the citizens gether into a conscious harmony for
me
school next year.
nignest welfare of all. The Proto Santa Fe couuty should make the
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
Statehood
ones. If you
Meeting A statehood vote for tha r.nnsHfntinn ,,n!,nir0 estant, the Catholic, and the Jew
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Ch and a11 need the
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Fe is practically made
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4 and 17, for tomorrow
tne sustaining power of their
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vote'can be take
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which
V.
American
Garcia, John
remova of the capital um
patriotism de- well cared for. We guarantee you'll
uu vca,., lmvvy.. jveryDouy
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and
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prices.
Elks' Meeting.-T- he
local lodge of
to enjoy the blessings ot American
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News for Men

Our Great Hart Schaf frier Marx
Clothing Sale Will Begin Thurs
day Morning Jan.
End
When the Light
Out
Saturday Night January 22nd.
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Hardware

S. Kaune & Co.

